CITING IN CHICAGO/TURABIAN STYLE

Chicago/Turabian citation style is used primarily in history, but it can also be used for other subjects. Chicago/Turabian style differs from most other styles in that rather than in-text citations, superscript numbers in the text of the paper refer readers to notes with corresponding numbers either at the foot of the page (footnotes) or at the end of the paper (endnotes). A bibliography is often required as well.

The examples in this handout are from the Diana Hacker online guide, and cover the most commonly cited types of sources – books, articles, and websites. For help with citing other types of sources, visit the Hacker website, refer to A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations by Kate Turabian (available in the reference section at the library), or ask a librarian.

OVERVIEW

Text in the paper:
A Union soldier, Jacob Thompson, claimed to have seen Forrest order the killing, but when asked to describe the six-foot-two “a little bit of a man.”

Footnote or Endnote:

Bibliography entry:

BOOKS

With an author:


With an editor or editors:

ARTICLE FROM AN ONLINE DATABASE (e.g. Academic Search Premier)


ARTICLE FROM A PRINT JOURNAL


ARTICLE FROM A PRINT NEWSPAPER


WEBSITE, OR DOCUMENT FROM A WEBSITE

Websites often do not have the same information as other sources – some have authors for specific articles or pages, others may not. Some have dates on pages or entries, others may only have a copyright date for the whole site. If you’re not sure how to cite a website, ask a librarian for help.

With an author:


With no author:
